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Abstract. The increasing amounts of data have affected conceptual modeling as a research field. In this context, process mining involves a set of techniques aimed at extracting a process schema from an event log generated during process execution. While automatic algorithms for process mining and analysis are needed to filter out irrelevant data and to produce preliminary results, visual inspection, domain knowledge, human judgment and creativity are needed for proper interpretation of the results. Moreover, a process discovery on an event log usually results in complicated process models not easily comprehensible by the business user. To this end, visual analytics has the potential to enhance process mining towards the direction of explainability, interpretability and trustworthiness in order to better support human decisions. In this paper we propose an approach for identifying bottlenecks in business processes by analyzing event logs and visualizing the results. In this way, we exploit visual analytics in the process mining context in order to provide explainable and interpretable analytics results for business processes without exposing to the user complex process models that are not easily comprehensible. The proposed approach was applied to a manufacturing business process and the results show that visual analytics in the context of process mining is capable of identifying bottlenecks and other performance-related issues and exposing them to the business user in an intuitive and non-intrusive way.
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1. Introduction

The amount of data recorded in various domains has been growing exponentially \cite{1}. This offers opportunities for algorithmic techniques, but also creates new challenges. The availability of data has extended conceptual modeling as a research field of manually created models with automatic techniques for generating models from data \cite{2}. Process mining is one of these recent extensions. Process mining involves a set of techniques aimed at extracting a process schema from an event log generated during process execution \cite{3}\cite{4}.

Combining automatic analysis of event logs and visualization methods face several challenges \cite{3}. While automatic algorithms for process mining and analysis are certainly needed to filter out irrelevant data and to produce preliminary results, visual inspection, domain knowledge, human judgment and creativity are needed for proper
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interpretation of the results [1]. Moreover, a process discovery on an event log usually results in complicated and/or huge process models. Most of the current visualizations display the conformance results in their entirety. From a user perspective, displaying the conformance results on a big and complicated process model with many nodes does not provide significant added value [5]. Such techniques turned out to have several problems when addressing processes with little or no structure, where the flow of the activities mostly depends on the decisions taken by the involved people, thus leading to the so-called “spaghetti-like” models, almost incomprehensible for a human analyst [6].

On the other hand, visual analytics has the potential to provide an answer to these problems by proposing a tight integration between automatic techniques and visualization. In the past ten years, a variety of visual analytics methods have been proposed to make machine learning more explainable, trustworthy, and reliable [7][8][9][10]. Similarly to the way that machine learning has coupled with visualization methods, process mining needs to follow the same direction. In this paper we propose an approach for identifying bottlenecks in business processes by analyzing event logs and visualizing the results aiming at supporting human decisions. In this way, we exploit visual analytics in the process mining context in order to provide explainable and interpretable analytics results for business processes without exposing to the user complex process models that are not easily comprehensible.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the theoretical background upon which the proposed approach is based. Section 3 presents the proposed approach for identifying bottlenecks in business processes with the use of visual analytics. Section 4 outlines the implementation of the proposed approach and demonstrates the results from its application to a manufacturing business process. Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines our plans for future work.

2. Theoretical Background

The term visual analytics was coined by Jim Thomas to mean “the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by visual interactive interfaces” [11]. Over time, the scope of visual analytics broadened. Now the term refers to a multidisciplinary field that combines elements from human-computer interaction, geo-spatial and temporal data processing, data analysis and statistics [1] [12].

During the last years, machine learning approaches in process mining have gathered an increased research and business research by automating data analytics algorithms for business processes deriving detection and prediction outcomes. However, such approaches require the business analyst to configure and train the models in order to make the most out of them. On the other hand, visualization approaches utilize the power of human perception to simultaneously process large amounts of data [13], thus allowing computer and human working in optimal complementarity with non-intrusive decision support.

In this context, visual analytics exploits both the computational power of the computer and the human’s perception system to facilitate insights and enable knowledge discovery in large and complex bodies of data [13]. Visual analytics in process mining has been identified as a domain with high potential [1] and a key factor for the wide adoption of process mining methods, techniques and software tools [15], still facing several challenges [13].
Traditionally, visual analytics combined visualization with data mining techniques. However, given the maturity of process mining techniques, visual analytics based on process mining has been considered as a significant research direction [3]. Within process mining, performance analysis is used to explore issues such as identifying any bottlenecks in the process and the steps needed to optimize the process [5]. It is typically focused on performance indicators of the time dimension, such as the lead-, service- and waiting time and, as the name implies, is based on a process model [14]. Many commercial and free process mining tools allow doing such analysis; however, the commonly used model notations are not designed to project the time dimension on the model, i.e. changes over time cannot be represented in a comprehensible way [14]. On the other hand, although conformance results enable compliance and performance analysis, there are still some open challenges which could make the analysis difficult [5].

Since visual analytics aims at supporting human reasoning and gaining new insights, the quality of visual analytics approaches is hard to quantify [13]. However, process models extracted from the process mining algorithms aim at showing individual event sequences, conformance of individual event sequences, and variations of individual cases [13]. Therefore, they usually result in “spaghetti-like” process models that are not easily comprehensible by the business user, while they do not usually extract results related to time.

3. The Proposed Approach

The proposed approach aims at identifying bottlenecks in business processes by taking advantage of the large amounts of event logs becoming available through various information systems. In order to tackle the complexity of the process models extracted by the event logs, we propose a visual analytics approach that facilitates interpretability and explainability of the results in order to support business decisions. In this way, the human expert is in the loop having the capability of taking informed decisions. The proposed approach incorporates an incremental and iterative way and provides interactive visualization capabilities in order to facilitate the interaction with the human. The proposed approach consists of the following steps:

(A) Event Log Extraction: The starting point is to extract the event logs. An event log is a file including the activities along with a timestamp. Every time a process is executed, a process instance is created. Each process instance is called a case (or trace). Each trace describes the lifecycle of a particular case (i.e., a process instance) in terms of the activities executed [15]. Every case has several ordered activities. The event log required for the proposed approach needs to incorporate the case number, the activity name, the timestamp (end time) and the start time.

(B) Filtering event logs: We need to filter activities, which can be concluded to have faults from event log inspection. Also we can find outliers and filter them out. Filtering is done for two main reasons: cleaning the data or narrowing down the analysis. Filtering may concern removing a process instance (case), adding events, removing events or modifying events [1].

(C) Start and End Activities: In this step, the proposed approach provides the identified start and end activities. In this way, the human may detect variations
in the process execution. For example, in case there are more than one end activities, the business process may suffer from incomplete instances.

(D) **Start dates of traces and activities**: In this step, the proposed approach provides visualization results about the duration of the various activities. From these results, the human may detect the most long-lasting activities and how their duration changed throughout the time period under examination.

(E) **Duration of the activities**: In this step, the visualization results provide information about the traces of the shortest and the longest duration in order to enable focusing on the improvement of the potentially problematic traces.

(F) **Long-lasting traces**: In this step, the visualization results detect the total time of completion of the traces in order to identify the most long-lasting traces as well as their patterns throughout the time period under examination. In addition to that, the human is exposed to a more detailed graph combining the start dates and the activities of each trace.

(G) **Human cognition**: In the final step, the human aggregates the aforementioned visualization results in order to make decisions about the efficiency of the business processes as well as about actions for improvement. The human decisions are supported by the results of visual analytics making capable of taking advantage of the large amounts of event logs generated by information systems without requiring advanced data analytics and machine learning skills.

4. Implementation of a Visual Analytics Web Application

The proposed approach was implemented as a web application with the Python programming language. For this implementation, we used 3 Python libraries:

- **Pandas** ([https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/index.html](https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/index.html)) for data structuring. In particular, we used Pandas DataFrame which is a two-dimensional data structure, i.e., data is aligned in a tabular fashion in rows and columns. Pandas DataFrame consists of three principal components, the data, rows, and columns.
- **PM4py** ([https://pm4py.fit.fraunhofer.de/](https://pm4py.fit.fraunhofer.de/)) for process mining. PM4py provides functionalities for handling and filtering event data, performing process discovery, managing Petri nets and conducting conformance checking. It also performs evaluation and simulation, and provides process statistics capabilities.

5. Application to a Manufacturing Business Process

The proposed approach was applied to a manufacturing business process dealing with the control of a plant to increase its overall performance. The plant produces parts made of metal such as spurs, fastener, ball nuts, discs, tubes, wheel shafts, or clamps. To build these parts there are 28 machines for lapping, milling, turning, sinking, wire cutting, turning and milling, laser marking, and round and flat grinding [17] [18]. The
wide adoption of IoT devices, sensors and actuators in manufacturing environments has fostered an increasing research interest on real-time data analytics; however, event logs contain information regarding the whole factory cycle, either they have sensors installed or not, thus, having the credentials to move towards providing an all-around view of manufacturing operations on the shopfloor [19]. In this way, they may provide valuable information for planning and resource allocation [18].

First, according to the steps (A) and (B) of the proposed approach, the event log is extracted and filtered in order to be structured in a way that can feed into the subsequent visual analysis. The dataset contains process data from a production process, including data on cases, activities, resources, timestamps, etc. Table 1 presents a data sample from the extracted event log. As already mentioned, the most important attributes for the proposed approach are: the Case ID, the Start Timestamp, the Complete Timestamp, and the Activity. The Resource provides additional information related to the Activity and can be used for further analysis.

Table 1. Data sample from the event log of the manufacturing business process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case ID</th>
<th>Start Timestamp</th>
<th>Complete Timestamp</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>1/30/2012 5:44</td>
<td>1/30/2012 6:42</td>
<td>Turning &amp; Milling - Machine 4</td>
<td>Machine 4 - Turning &amp; Milling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>1/30/2012 6:59</td>
<td>1/30/2012 7:21</td>
<td>Turning &amp; Milling - Machine 4</td>
<td>Machine 4 - Turning &amp; Milling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>1/30/2012 7:21</td>
<td>1/30/2012 10:58</td>
<td>Machine 4</td>
<td>Machine 4 - Turning &amp; Milling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>1/31/2012 13:20</td>
<td>1/31/2012 14:50</td>
<td>Turning &amp; Milling Q.C. Machine 7 Laser Marking</td>
<td>Machine 7 - Laser Marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>2/1/2012 8:18</td>
<td>2/1/2012 8:27</td>
<td>Turning &amp; Milling - Machine 4</td>
<td>Machine 4 - Turning &amp; Milling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>2/14/2012 0:00</td>
<td>2/14/2012 1:15</td>
<td>Lapping - Machine 1</td>
<td>Machine 1 - Lapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>2/14/2012 0:00</td>
<td>2/14/2012 1:15</td>
<td>Lapping - Machine 1</td>
<td>Machine 1 - Lapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>2/14/2012 9:05</td>
<td>2/14/2012 10:20</td>
<td>Lapping - Machine 1</td>
<td>Machine 1 - Lapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>2/14/2012 9:05</td>
<td>2/14/2012 9:38</td>
<td>Lapping - Machine 1</td>
<td>Machine 1 - Lapping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 depicts part of the process model derived from the aforementioned event log. As it can be noticed, it suffers from a high complexity making it impossible for the business user to understand the process. However, explainability and transparency in manufacturing is essential in order to inspire confidence that the system is secure, robust, and controllable [20]. This can be achieved with a visual analytics approach.

According to the step (C), the proposed approach presents to the human the start and the end activities. In the scenario under examination, there are several different start and end activities, as shown in Figure 2 and in Figure 3. Four start activities have a high frequency (i.e. Turning & Milling – Machine 4, Turning & Milling – Machine 8, Turning & Milling – Machine 5, Turning & Milling – Machine 6). Their context indicates that there are parallel production lines. However, there are also several other start activities. On the other hand, there are mainly two end activities (Packing, Final Inspection Q.C.), although there is a wide distribution on other activities. These facts imply a complex business process with high variety, e.g. depending on the products,
the maintenance operations, the remanufacturing, etc. On the other hand, this relatively unstructured process may indicate that the process either is executed in an inefficient way or it should be redesigned.

According to step (D), the proposed approach provides a Cleveland dot plot in order to result in an intuitive outcome regarding the activity durations through time. Cleveland dot plots are an alternative to bar graphs that reduce visual clutter and can be easier to read. Figure 4 depicts the duration of the various activities with respect to the start timestamp. Each data point has a different colored coding according to the activity it represents. In addition, Figure 5 depicts the mean duration of each activity enabling the detection of the most long-lasting activities.

![Figure 1. The process model of the manufacturing use case.](image1.png)

![Figure 2. The start activities.](image2.png)
According to steps (E) and (F), Figure 6 depicts the total time for completion of the traces so that the business user is able to see the traces that required more time. For example, in the scenario under examination, one may notice that the traces tend to require much more time to be finished throughout time. Moreover, Figure 7 depicts a combination between the start timestamps of each trace and its activities.

According to step (G), the human decisions are supported by the aforementioned visual analytics on the manufacturing business process. These decisions may deal with both strategic and operational aspects of the business process. Therefore, for the scenario under examination, the business user may draw the following conclusions:

- The process under examination is subject to a high variety, since there are several different start and end activities. To some extent, this is reasonable due to the nature of the production network. However, the event log includes some start and end activities that seem to be outliers. Therefore, there are incomplete processes due to either the process execution or the process design itself.

- There are some variations with respect to the mean duration of similar activities. For example, the activities *Milling - Machine 8* and *Milling - Machine 16* have a significantly longer mean duration comparing to the activity *Milling - Machine 10*. Similarly, the activity *Grinding Rework – Machine 2* has a significantly longer mean duration comparing to the activity *Grinding Rework – Machine 12*.

- Some activities have a significantly longer duration comparing to others causing bottlenecks and leading to delays of the whole process.

- Some traces require more time to be completed comparing to others. Throughout time, the traces tend to have a longer duration revealing an increasing inefficiency and responsiveness in the process execution.
Figure 4. Activity duration through time (step D).

Figure 5. Mean duration of each activity (step D).

Figure 6. Trace durations through time (step E and F).
6. Conclusions and Future Work

The increasing amounts of data have affected conceptual modeling as a research field by utilizing data analytics for generating process models. In this context, process mining involves a set of techniques aimed at extracting a process schema from an event log generated during process execution. While automatic algorithms for process mining and analysis are needed to filter out irrelevant data and to produce preliminary results, visual inspection, domain knowledge, human judgment and creativity are needed for proper interpretation of the results. Moreover, a process discovery on an event log usually results in complicated and/or huge process models not easily comprehensible by the business user. To this end, visual analytics has the potential to enhance process mining towards the direction of explainability, interpretability and trustworthiness in order to support human decisions.

In this paper we proposed an approach for identifying bottlenecks in business processes by analyzing event logs and visualizing the results. In this way, we exploit visual analytics in the process mining context in order to provide explainable and interpretable analytics results for business processes without exposing to the user complex process models that are not easily comprehensible. The proposed approach was applied to a manufacturing business process and the results show that visual analytics in the context of process mining is capable of identifying bottlenecks and other performance-related issues and exposing them to the business user in an intuitive and non-intrusive way.

Regarding our future work, we plan to implement advanced data analytics algorithms performing predictions on event logs. To do this, we will implement (deep) machine learning algorithms and we will focus on coupling them with visualization methods in order to achieve explainability and interpretability of complex algorithms and results.
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